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If you're playing Minecraft on PS4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, Mobile, or Minecraft for Windows, then you're playing on the Bedrock version of the game. For many players, it is crucial to play in a Minecraft world that provides them a variety of resources or plenty of beauty. Our seeds listed below are picked because they provide fascinating, resourceful,
or beautiful worlds—or all three! Best Minecraft Bedrock Seeds List 1.19Pillagers and Illagers: -4165452041570647081Biome War Island: 5890542The View from 1.19: 5147723731320877628Structure Cluster Spawn: 35468427017769899581.18Crater Mountain Island: 162712994King of Bedrock: 1663935988Mountain Faceoff: 8624896Coralush Cave:
599282705The Cliffside Mansion: -1834441039Civilization Five and Six: 2019763973The Goodlands: -78688046 Best Minecraft 1.19 Bedrock Seeds Pillagers and Illagers Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Players who enjoy a challenge with huge rewards will love this seed, as it spawns you a short walk away from three different Pillager Outposts. Each
Outpost has several other structures near it, but the best one is pictured in the image above. It is a few blocks away from a Woodland Mansion and directly next to the Outpost is a cave opening that leads down into an Ancient City. The rest of the map has an abundant supply of rare structures (including two more Mansions) and all biomes within a couple
thousand blocks! Key LocationsOutpost w/ Mansion: 488 -712Ancient City: 552 -51 -584Outpost w/ Village: 216 328Outpost: -744 -712 Image via chunkbase.com Code: 5890542 This seed features a massive island fit for royalty. The spawn island spans a massive 2,500-block diameter and features almost every biome and structure introduced in Minecraft
1.19. It also provides most biomes from previous updates and several Outposts and Villages. Almost every resource in the game is available at spawn, which helps push this island to the list of best Bedrock seeds for early 1.19. Key LocationsAncient City: -280 184Outpost: 488 360Village: 216 -888Jungle Temple: 1096 312Ancient City: 472 40 The View from
1.19 Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Code: 5147723731320877628 We wouldn't want to take advantage of the intense content update for the Minecraft Wild Update without showing appreciation for the wonderful world generation mechanics of 1.18. This seed provides the best of both versions by starting you in a Stony Peaks biome that overlooks dozens
of Biomes, various structures, and beautiful views. It truly is the best seed to take on a full view of what 1.19 has to offer! Key LocationsCluster of Ancient Cities: Southwest (-X, +Y) of spawnBadlands: -540 190Mangrove Swamp: 750 -1800Village: -432 -70Village: -768 -704 Structure Cluster Spawn Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Code:
3546842701776989958 This seed can be considered one of the first God Seeds for Minecraft 1.19. You will find most climate combinations within 1,000 blocks of spawn (and by extension, most biomes), and a cluster of five different structures next to spawn. The clash of structures includes an Outpost, Desert Village, Shipwreck, Nether Portal, and Desert
Temple! It is the perfect seed to run a Speedrun game with an interesting spin. Key LocationsThe Clash: 205 155Jungle Temple: 616 -318Desert Temple: -152 808Ocean Monument: -216 -792 Best Minecraft 1.18 Bedrock Seeds Crater Mountain Island Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Seed: 162712994 This is a massive starting island with a single, wellplaced Village in between a huge mountain crater. While some might consider it a struggle to go up and down the mountains that make up this entire island, others might see this island as the perfect setup for a villain's lair! Or, of course, you can just use it to establish a safe base with plenty of resources and an opportunity to build an elevated home. Don't
forget to look for Buried Treasure! There are over 50 of them on this amazing island spawn. Key LocationsVillage: -296 200Ruined Portal: -600 24Shipwreck: 248 104Buried Treasure: -56 -56Buried Treasure: -56 24 King of Bedrock Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Seed: 1663935988 In this seed, there is a Woodland Mansion is a mere ~500 blocks away
from spawn. When you settle there, you'll find that this seed might be in the running for one of your permanent homes. Within 2k blocks of spawn, you'll find almost every Overworld biome and every Overworld structure (except Igloos). Did we mention that not too far away from the Mansion is a Village directly above a Stronghold? Key LocationsWoodland
Mansion: 264 616Pillager Outpost: -792 504Village: -936 760Village/Stronghold: 824 1320Ocean Monument: 1256 152 Mountain Faceoff Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Seed: 8624896 This seed started off as one of 1.18's best seeds, and it continues to hold that title. You spawn next to a beautiful ring of mountains and within walking distance of two
mountainside villages. Not too far away are two ominous Pillager Outposts, both of which make for a fun adventure at the beginning of the game. However, what's more important is that you'll find every structure and almost every biome within a couple thousand blocks of spawn. This is the perfect seed to use in 1.18! Key LocationsVillage: -216 -264Village:
232 232Pillager Outpost: -584 296Pillager Outpost: 200 536Ruined Portal: -280 40 Coralush Cave Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Code: 599282705 This seed spawns you next to a marvelous little oasis with Coral Reef in the water and multiple-story Lush Caves in the cliffs on the edges. The beauty of this spawn makes it reason enough to make it your
main survival world, but players who want some extra Coral Reef will be pleased to know that there is a huge chunk of it within 200 blocks of spawn. Just head west (-X) to get there! Key LocationsCoralush Cave: North (negative Y) of spawnCoral Biome: -184 -22Large Ruin (Cluster): -600 72Shipwreck: -648 -200Village: 800 240 Screenshot by Pro Game
Guides Seed: -1834441039 Enjoy another beautiful view from a well-protected Woodland Mansion in this perfect example of the strange 1.18 world generation mechanics. This Mansion generated at the base of a cliff and a significant chunk of it is built into it. Once you liberate the Mansion from Illager control, you have a large base that you only need to
protect on one side! Key LocationsShipwreck #1: 24 -184Shipwreck #2: -152 -184Village: 88 -840Nether Portal: -600 -360Cliff Mansion: -856 -584 Civilization Five and Six Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Seed: 2019763973 This seed works as both a Java seed and a Bedrock seed. In the Java seed, you spawn within 1000 blocks of five villages, and in the
Bedrock version, you spawn within 1000 blocks of six villages! Brooding over the villages and undoubtedly preparing for an attack is a Pillager Outpost. Further out in the opposite direction of the Villages is a huge snowy biome with dozens of Igloos and several other Villages! Key LocationsVillage #1: 192 80Village #2: -305 272Village #3: -368 -160Village
#4: -816 -144Village #5: -944 192Pillager Outpost: -1216 352Ice Biome: East (Positive X) The Goodlands Screenshot by Pro Game Guides Seed: -78688046 This is our favorite seed so far for Minecraft 1.18. You spawn in what is supposed to be the Badlands, but the size and beauty of it all are anything but bad. In the Badlands, you'll find massive craters
filled with water and a Coral Reef in a massive alcove that separates the Badlands from a sizeable Savannah biome. Key LocationsVillage: -360 -360Abandoned Village: -872 -296Jungle Temple: 40 696Stronghold: -812 -844Nether Portal: 120 -280 Check out some of our other seeds lists! We've got the Best Diamond Seeds and Best Woodland Mansion Seeds!
I’m playing Minecraft Bedrock Edition on a Nintendo Switch. I want to get an older version of Bedrock Edition on my device. I’ve seen answers for the Java Edition of Minecraft, but not Bedrock Edition. How do I get an older version of MCBE on my device? 07/12/2022 4:51 pm Level 3 : Apprentice Miner Cool Puzzler java spigot 1.16.5 version? 213 ONE
BLOCK ONLY!!! for BE ONE BLOCK ONLY!!! for BE ONE BLOCK ONLY!!! for BE ONE BLOCK ONLY!!! for BE ONE BLOCK ONLY!!! for BEalso it is for trolling cases only not for playing Update #3 : by Bearico 08/22/2021 5:15:26 pmAug 22nd, 2021added 1.17 LOAD MORE LOGS tools/tracking50672602one-block-skyblock-for-bedrock-hard Whether it’s
the new Minecraft 1.18 update or the first-ever Minecraft build, one thing that hasn’t changed to date are the bedrock blocks. These are the strongest in-game blocks present at the bottom of our Minecraft worlds. You can even find bedrock covering the entire roof of the Nether dimension. With that arrives the question of how to break Bedrock in
Minecraft 1.18.1 and beyond. No in-game tool, including TNT, has any effect on it. That’s why the community relies on glitches to make it work. So, let’s not waste time and figure out how to break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1. Break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1 (2022) While you are in creative mode, bedrock is easily breakable like every other block. So,
we are only going to focus on survival gameplay. You can also find the logic behind it along with the actual process to understand it deeply here. This method works on both Minecraft Java and Bedrock editions. But collecting the required resources can take some time, so let’s dive in. How to Reach the Bedrock Layer in Minecraft Whether you are in the
Nether dimension or the overworld, the easiest way to reach the Bedrock is by digging straight down. And thanks to the deep dripstone caves in Minecraft 1.18.1, it’s much easier to reach there. But that’s not the only location where Bedrock exists. You can even cross the seemingly unreachable roof of the Nether dimension. Here’s how. 1. First, make a
Nether portal in Minecraft and reach the Nether dimension. Our linked guide will help you do that quickly. Do make sure to bring 3 wooden ladders and an ender pearl with you while entering this dimension. 2. Then, start placing blocks below your spawn point until you reach the topmost level. It’s located at the block height of Y=126. Once there, make
sure there is no other block between you and the bedrock layer, which is located at Y=127. 3. Once you find such a spot, place your ladders leading up to the Bedrock block. There should be just enough space for you to be able to stand there and climb the ladder. 4. Finally, climb the ladder and hold your forward movement key once you reach the top.
Then, aim towards the Bedrock block and throw your Ender pearl. It will teleport you directly above the Bedrock roof of the Nether. Preparations to Break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1 As of December 2021, this is the only method that seems to be working in Minecraft 1.18.1. We have personally tested it on Minecraft 1.18.1 Java edition, and it works
perfectly if your timing is right. But before moving to the actual process, let’s look at the list of items we need for this method. There can be numerous ways to do it, but our method is inspired by the YouTuber Mysticat. What Items Do I Need to Break Bedrock To break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1, you need the following items: 1 Obsidian BlockAny Other
Block like Cobblestone2 Pistons1 Lever1 Wooden Trapdoor If you haven’t used Redstone-based recipes before, these items might feel new to you. But they are still pretty easy to obtain. You can mine obsidian blocks using a diamond pickaxe at any location with merging water and lava sources. You can even use buckets with lava and water to make obsidian
blocks. As for the rest, let’s quickly go over their crafting recipes. Do make a crafting table beforehand to save some time. How to Obtain The Items Needed to Break Bedrock 1. First, you need a lever, and to create that, you will only need one cobblestone block and a wooden stick. Both of these are basic in-game items you can obtain easily. Then, open the
Crafting table and place the cobblestone block in the second or third row. And place the wooden stick in the cell right above it to make a lever in Minecraft. 2. To make a trapdoor, you only need six wooden planks. Using them, fill any two rows of the crafting area completely. Make sure the rows you choose are adjacent, and your trapdoor will be ready. You
will get two trapdoors with this Minecraft recipe. 3. Finally, you need 4 cobblestone blocks, 3 wooden planks, 1 iron ingot, and Redstone dust to create a piston. You can use our Minecraft 1.18.1 ore distribution guide to easily find iron and Redstone. For crafting, you need to place the iron ingot in the center of the crafting area, with the Redstone dust just
below it. Then, place the wooden planks in the top row of the table. To finish, fill the remaining cells on the sides of the middle column with cobblestone blocks. And that’s it! You have successfully made a piston in Minecraft. How to Use Piston to Break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1 Setup for the Method With all the items available at your disposal, you now
simply need to reach the Bedrock layer before getting started. So let’s see how to do that: 1. Choose a Bedrock block and place a piston over it. Make sure the piston is facing upwards and not in any other direction. Jumping while placing the piston helps place it with an upwards face. 2. Then, place a TNT block on top of that piston’s face and an obsidian
block on either of its sides. 3. Next, you need to place any other block on top of the obsidian block. We are using cobblestone for our tutorial. Once it’s placed, put a TNT block on top of that block. 4. Finally, place the trap door on the top half of the obsidian block. And then, put the lever on the block placed on top of the obsidian block. With that, our setup
is ready for action, as shown in the screenshot below. Exploit Piston’s Obsidian Breaking Glitch With our setup ready, it’s time to break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1. Our aim is to use the lever to activate TNT and piston at the same time. Once the TNT destroys the piston, we need to replace it with another piston that can glitch out the obsidian block. Let’s
see how that works: 1. You need to go through these steps as quickly as possible. So, first, get ready by holding a piston in your hand. Then, pull the lever while standing next to the obsidian block. 2. Pulling the lever will activate the TNT blocks. Now, you will have only 3 seconds to act. Activate the trapdoor while standing next to it. This step will make
your character go in the swimming position (see screenshot below). 3. While you are under the trapdoor, aim at the top corner of the obsidian block. Then, start spamming the secondary action key with the piston still equipped in your hand. 4. If everything goes according to the plan, the piston will get placed facing upwards. And the bedrock block below it
will be destroyed. You can repeat the process multiple times until you get it right. How Does this Method Work in Minecraft 1.18.1 This method solely relies on piston glitching away the Bedrock. Usually, when a piston is activated, it can displace any block from its location. But it doesn’t get activated when the block we are trying to move is a Bedrock block
in Mine. So, our only aim with this method is to activate a piston placed on top of a Bedrock block. The way it works is by a pure chance of timing. Once our lever is activated, the piston placed earlier gets activated alongside two TNT blocks. As soon as the TNT destroys the piston, we place another piston facing downwards. Being in swimming mode and
facing upwards help us in placing the piston. If replacement is fast enough, the game treats both the pistons the same way and activates the new piston that displaces our Bedrock block. As you might expect, this machine can have multiple variations involving Redstone, but the core principle would remain the same. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) How
to Place the Second Piston Quickly? If you are unable to press the default secondary key (usually, right-click key) quickly, you can bind that particular action to another key on your keyboard. So, when it’s time, you can press and hold that key to automatically place the second piston. Piston was Placed, But Bedrock Didn’t Break. How to Fix? For most
players, this method won’t work on their first try. You need to repeat it multiple times until the timing is just right. In most cases, an upwards-facing second piston is a sign that it worked. Are There Ways to Improve Chances of Breaking Bedrock with this Method? The glitched piston method works the best in cases when the block under the Bedrock is
empty. So, if you are trying it on the Nether roof, I suggest you make sure to place the piston on top of the block with ladders. It’s the same block you used for entry in the first section of this article. How to Avoid TNT Damage in Minecraft? If you are trying this method in survival mode, wearing enchanted armor can help avoid damage caused by TNT. But
you can also create a Potion of Healing to avoid dying. Does the Piston Method Work on Other Minecraft Versions? Yes, apart from Minecraft 1.18, you can use it on previous Minecraft versions as well. We have tested it on Minecraft Java Edition 1.16, 1.17, and 1.18.1 versions as well. Easiest Way to Break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1 Whether it is to
access the void or to build on top of the Nether roof, you now know how to break Bedrock in Minecraft 1.18.1. Now, keep in mind that you won’t be able to collect the broken Bedrock block, but you can replace it with any other block. Over the years, players have found several methods to break Bedrock, but only one has survived all the in-game patches.
But you can also install Forge in Minecraft, as it provides you access to the best Minecraft mods, which you can use to break Bedrock in this sandbox game. But if you want to stick with vanilla glitches, you should at least use our best Minecraft 1.18.1 seeds for this purpose. They can easily give you a headstart with resources and key locations near the
spawn point. With that said, don’t forget to share any other method to break Bedrock in the comments section. We will make sure to test it and share it with the readers.
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